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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The report offers updated evidence about issues and challenges of artistic mobility in Europe, 
encompassing both European cities’ strategies and artists’ needs and behaviours related to artistic 
mobility schemes. 

The research has been conducted between January and December 2015 within the scope of the 
EUROCITIES network, following the activities of the Working Group “Mobility of Artists and 
Professionals” chaired by the city of Torino. 

Using a two-sided perspective, the study is based on the results of two surveys completed by 15 
European cities and 109 artists. The survey for cities mainly followed a qualitative approach using 
semi structured interviews to assess the policy goals, funding sources and type of mobility programs 
supported and implemented. A quantitative approach through a dedicated questionnaire has been 
adopted for investigating artists’ experiences and views on mobility. 

The study outlines some key findings for the cities interviewed: 

- The support of artistic mobility is driven by multiple policy goals ranging from 1) networking and 
cultural exchange, 2) improving the city image, 3) sustain artistic production or 4) favour 
territorial development. Each city tends to express and emphasize in the interview a priority for 
1 or 2 of the aforementioned goals 

- Cities show a relatively uniform support for projects dedicated to 1) outgoing mobility, 2) 
incoming mobility and bilateral artist exchange through twin cities partnerships 

- Cities’ own public resources are the main funding sources for sustaining artistic mobility 
programs, while European funds are mainly attracted and used by the largest cities in the 
sample. 

As for the surveyed artists: 

- With 34% of respondents having 4 or more mobility projects in the last 3 years, this finding 
confirms the alleged “hypermobility” trend already recognized in previous studies as a social 
and economic condition for several creative and cultural workers. However, a substantial share 
of respondents (15%) has been involved in no mobility project in the last three years. 

- Being over 35 years old, being a performing artist relatively to visual artist, holding a 
postgraduate degree and having a full time artistic job are all conditions which are positively 
related to the “hypermobility” trend. 

- Employed artists show a relatively higher share of destination outside EU, suggesting a 
positive relationship between professional stability and a larger geographical range of mobility 
patterns. Indeed, the last mobility experience of currently unemployed respondents is 
circumscribed to European destinations. 
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- Use of personal connections is the most used information source about mobility opportunities 
for those already actively inside of the art world (Employed, Self Employed and with an art 
related job). By contrast, those unemployed and with a non-art related job tend to use relatively 
more web pages and social networks to seek mobility opportunities. 

- There is a general and widespread agreement that mobility is a very relevant factor to enhance 
artistic work, although the motivation for moving is driven by different priorities according to the 
artistic field or the working condition of the respondents. Unemployed artists see mobility for 
career opportunities whereas self-employed put emphasis on the personal enrichment of the 
mobility experience. 

- Differences in working conditions also affect the respondents’ views on needs and types of 
support during mobility. Unemployed artists are those who most agree on the need of more 
financial and technical support by hosting institutions, while for self-employed ones the 
engagement of the local authority is considered as a relevant factor. 
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1. Background 
1.1. Purpose and scope 

 

The aim of the report is to provide an updated evidence of artistic mobility issues and challenges in 
Europe, encompassing both European cities’ strategies and artists’ needs or opinions related to 
artistic mobility schemes. 

In the last decade there has been an increasing recognition of the role of cultural mobility to enhance 
inter-cultural dialogue, territorial diplomacy, diversity of expressions as well as learning, 
entrepreneurial and job opportunities for young creative talents. However, the mounting complexity 
and transversal nature of the artistic sector, coupled with different institutional levels through which 
cultural policies are designed and implemented in Europe, reflects into a wider fragmentation of 
mobility policies and programs devised to support different institutions’ objectives and individuals’ 
needs in heterogeneous artistic disciplines. At the same time, the major social and technological 
changes occurring in today globalized world, are impacting also mobility patterns and habits. 

As a result, these factors are posing a main challenge in devising appropriate policies and coordinated 
strategies to support mobility and properly adapt to evolving artists’ needs and circumstances. 

Approaching artistic mobility with a two-sided perspective thus seeks to fill an analytical gap, as 
previous empirical studies have often focused on only one side of the “mobility relationship”, either 
addressing the policies and the institutional actors supporting mobility programs on one hand, or the 
recipient artists on the other hand. 

The research has been conducted within the scope of the EUROCITIES network, following the 
activities of the Working Group “Mobility of Artists and Professionals” chaired by the city of Torino and 
therefore may be considered as an extension and update of the 2013 Report “European Cities and 
Cultural Mobility” commissioned and supported by the city of Nantes for EUROCITIES. 

1.2. Existing studies on artistic mobility 
 

This report builds upon and is inspired by several studies, which have recently addressed artistic 
mobility in Europe from multiple perspectives. These studies are relevant as they provide useful hints 
concerning the methodology adopted for investigating artists’ mobility as well as to understand the 
main themes and policy challenges related to subject. 

The report by Poláček (2007), prepared for the Mobile.Home program supported by the European 
Commission, is one of the first to directly address the impediments to artistic mobility, with a special 
attention to the performing arts sector. The findings suggest that the main problems identified relate to 
the lack of information about mobility opportunities and transparency or homogenization of rules and 
fiscal/social security procedures to ease mobility of professional artists across European states. 
Similar findings emerge also in the study for the European Commission by ERICarts (2008), which 
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provides information on mobility trends in different regions of Europe, on existing mobility schemes, 
the main motives for funding bodies to support mobility and on the main sources where professionals 
can find information about mobility incentives or barriers. 

The study also develops a quite broad definition of cultural mobility, which is: 

 

”The temporary cross-border movement of artists and other cultural professionals’. Certain forms of 
mobility relate to the individual (e.g. networking, residencies etc.); others are intrinsically connected to 
the mobility of works or performances in another country. (...) Mobility is not only understood as 
occasional movements across national borders that may be useful to gain professional experience 
required for career advancement, as well as advance artistic endeavour, but more as an integral part 
of the regular work life of artists and other cultural professionals. (From Ericarts, Mobility Matters, 
2008)” 

In 2010, the ENCATC report on “Artists Moving and Learning” (PACTE and DEUSTO, 2010) 
represents an additional comprehensive and comparative study on artistic mobility in Europe. Based 
on ten national reports, the study focuses on interpreting mobility patterns from a learning perspective 
by investigating artists’ behaviour and motivation to engage in mobility schemes. From the empirical 
investigation, it is possible to identify four learning patterns linked to mobility experiences: 

 

• Hyper-mobile artists, whose trajectory roots into multi-faceted mobility; 

• Portfolio artists, who move in order to increase their skills; 

• Creative mobile artists, who move to stimulate their creative process; 

• Gap artists, whose mobility is informal. 

 

Such emerging typologies help unveiling the complexity of contemporary artistic mobility. Further, they 
may inform the design of mobility programs by providing different mix of economic, social, 
organizational and spatial competencies, depending on the main target of mobile artists’ motivation 
the program wants to address. 

The recognition of contemporary artists’ hypermobility has also been addressed in the 2012 report “On 
AIR: Reflecting on the mobility of artists in Europe”, based on the experience of Artists-in-Residence 
program. In this case, Marles (2012) warns against the potential dis-placement effects of hypermobile 
artists, suggesting that residence programs should favour a closer connection between the artists and 
the local context. 

Finally, the 2013 report, commissioned and supported by the city of Nantes and prepared by On the 
Move for EUROCITIES, offers an additional perspective to the understanding of artistic and cultural 
mobility, as it focuses on European cities mobility programs. Based on a survey of 24 cities from 15 
countries. The study finds that the main drivers for cities to support cultural mobility are either the 
interest to raise their international profile, to sustain the capacity of artists and to strengthen local 
cohesion. Further, support for cultural mobility appears to focus mainly on artists rather than on other 
cultural professionals and public funding is often allocated to local cultural organisations responsible 
for mobility programmes or projects. 
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1.3. A two-sided perspective 
 

This research is based on the assumption that there are two possible ways for analysing artistic 
mobility. The former focuses on the “supply-side”, meaning the activities undertaken by institutions to 
favour artistic mobility through dedicated policies and programs. In particular, it should be explored 
whether there exist different policy priorities and what are the main funding sources in supporting 
artistic mobility. 

The latter, conversely, address the demand-side of mobility, that is artists’ behaviour and needs when 
seeking mobility opportunities or deciding to apply and participate to mobility projects. Mobility is 
indeed recognized to play an important role for artists’ careers - fact underlined by many studies on 
this field – but what are the artists’ motivations for choosing such an experience? Are there differences 
in incentives and constraints to mobility depending on artists’ profile, education and working 
conditions? 

Considering that previous empirical studies on the subject have always focused on only one aspect of 
the mobility relationship, the two sides together could give a more comprehensive understanding of 
the interests by the two main stakeholders - those of the cities and those of the artists – and their 
consequent interplay. 

As a result, the following empirical analysis is grounded on two dedicated surveys which address the 
phenomenon of artistic mobility from both the institutional actors supporting mobility programs and the 
recipient artists. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Cities’ sample and interviews 
 

The evidence concerning cities’ experience on artistic mobility was collected through a survey based 
on semi-structured interviews. 

Among the members of the EUROCITIES Working Group on Mobility of Artists and Professionals, 15 
cities answered to the interview: Bologna, Bonn, Bordeaux, Dortmund, Dublin, Genoa, Karlsruhe, 
Hertogenbosh, Nantes, Rennes, Terrassa, Timisoara; Munich, Varna, Zaragoza. 

 

 

The interview consists of 4 sections and every section corresponds to a single question, thematically 
relevant and distinctive. The first one is about core political goals linked to sustaining mobility. 
Through their responses, cities are asked which policies priorities are linked to artistic mobility, if they 
intend it as a tool for contributing to territorial development, for strengthening city’s image, for building 
up internal and external networks or for stimulating artistic production. 
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The second section addresses communication strategies, precisely how cities communicate about 
existing artistic mobility opportunities. Which channels do they use, if they do that or if they delegate it 
to other agencies or offices. Starting from multifaceted existing types of communication tools, getting 
acknowledgment of the role of social networks online and offline, mailing-lists, websites for the cities 
etc. Cities’ cultural departments may have different targets, and it is hard to inform precisely and 
directly everyone. It is hard to respond to everyone’s need. 

The third question focuses on artistic mobility projects implemented by the cities, if they are 
outgoing or incoming, if they focus more on giving local artists the opportunity to move out of the local 
context, or on hosting foreign artists inside the city. Between outgoing and incoming mobility projects 
are Twin/Multilateral projects, which usually are projects that mix outgoing and incoming mobility 
opportunities. 

Finally, the last section concerns the funding nature of artistic mobility projects. More specifically, we 
investigate if they are sustained by public or private funds, which kind of resources cities usually trust 
on, which kind of institutions are more suitable in sustaining artistic mobility projects. 

 

2.2. Artists’ survey and sample 
 
To collect information about artists’ mobility experience and needs, an online survey was conducted 
and administered to a sample of artists through the arts and culture departments of the 15 European 
cities involved in the study.1 The main aim was to collect as many artists’ experiences as possible, by 
reaching a sufficiently heterogeneous sample in terms of age, gender, artistic field and geographic 
position. Therefore, we addressed all kinds of artists, without any field restriction. For doing this the 
survey was built up as an automatic online survey and artists were reached through the help of every 
cultural department involved, by sending it to their mailing lists and other contacts. 

The survey was launched on June 2015 and led to 109 complete responses to questionnaire, a figure 
not so highly divergent from that used in previous empirical studies on the same subject. 

The questionnaire comprises 34 questions (See Annex 2) and structured in three main parts: 

1) Socio-demographic characteristics 
2) Previous experience on mobility programs 
3) Opinions about motivation and needs related to mobility programs 

 
The survey has not used by design a systematic sampling procedure based on a previously identified 
population, which is in any case generally hard to define in the analysis of cultural and artistic 
occupations. Further, over the 15 cities involved, around 70% of responses are from artists of three 
cities (Nantes, Torino and Genoa). Notwithstanding such caveats, the sample of respondents is 

                                                        
1 Artists were identified using arts and culture departments’ mailing lists and contacts. 
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balanced in the main socio-demographic characteristics and consistent with the stylized facts from 
other studies on artistic labor conditions. 2  

As shown in Figure 1, 49,1% of respondents are male, while 50,9% female. 

The average age of respondents is 35 years (34,7), with a maximum of 60 and a minimum of 20. In 
this case, we opted to group artists according to two macro-categories, “Under 35” and “Over 35”, due 
to most common projects distinction, that address mostly Under 35 artists when the expressed will is 
to favor young professional people, giving precedence or excluding other categories from the call.3 

Figure 1 – Artists’ sample by age and gender 

 

The main artistic field in which the respondents operate (Figure 2) is Visual Art (39%), followed by 
Performing Arts (32%), while the relatively high share in the category “Other” signals cases of artists 
with multidisciplinary interests or background, stressing the traditional challenge in categorizing art 
and cultural expression at the professional level. For instance, 18% of respondents answer that their 
works are not suitable to only one of the major fields. For example, in 8 cases Performing arts is 
present together with other fields such as Visual art, Video, Writing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
2 See for example ERICarts (2006), Throsby and Zednik (2010); Bondi and Sitton (2007) 

3 In Italy an example is the GAI Association – Association for the Circuit of Yong Italian Artists – that submit expressively in its 
statute all its actions in favoring young artists. 
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Figure 2 – Artists by field of artistic expression 

 

As for the educational background, in migration and mobility studies, the labour force is usually 
classified into three groups: highly skilled, medium-skilled and less skilled or unskilled. In a similar 
vein, EU documents4 often adopt a classification based on the level of formal education attained:  
those holding a university degree are considered highly skilled, those with upper secondary degree 
medium-skilled and the rest are lower skilled.5 

Not unexpectedly, Figure 3 shows a substantial “Highly skilled” majority of respondents, with 40% of 
artists holding a bachelor degree or a diploma, while 48% a Master or a Ph.D. Interestingly, a not 
relatively small share (11,9%) does not hold any high education degree. Concerning the educational 
background, the majority of the artists has an artistic oriented curriculum, 84 out of 109 (77,1%), while 
25 (22,9%) have studied different subjects. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
4 See for example: ERICarts – European Institute for Comparative Cultural Research, MEAC – Pilot Project (2005-2006), 
Dynamics, Causes and Consequences of Transborder Mobility in the European Arts and Culture, for the LabforCulture, May 
2006; 
Documents of the European Agenda For Culture Work Plan For Culture 2011-2014, Information Standards For The Mobility 
Of Artists And Cultural Professionals 
5 Although formal education does not always perfectly represent the level of skills and capacities acquired by artists due to 
more multifaceted learning paths, such classification is one of the few providing an synthetic and comparative measure of the 
educational background.   
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Figure 3 – Artists’ sample by education degree 

 

Finally, Figure 4 describes the employment status and type of job of the sample. While the majority of 
respondents is self-employed (48,6%), 15,6% are unemployed, a figure not too far from the average 
unemployment rates of the two countries mainly represented in the sample (France and Italy). A 
deeper look at the data also suggests that most of the unemployed respondents are those Under-35, 
confirming a well know occupational problem for young European generations. The fragility of artistic 
careers is also highlighted by the fact that only 53% of respondents report to dedicate full time to the 
artistic profession. Further, 80,7% of those employed or self-employed have an artistic related job. 

Figure 4 – Artists’ sample by employment status and job type 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1. Cities’ artistic mobility policies 

 

Policy goals for sustaining artistic mobility 

The decision to support artistic mobility and the exchange of cultural professionals by cities is 
generally driven by several policy goals. 

The current analysis seeks to provide a quantitative assessment of the different objectives cities 
pursue trough the support of artistic mobility projects. 

During the interviews, respondents used several recurring terms and concepts to explain the city main 
motivation to implement and sustain artistic mobility programs. Following validated textual analysis 
methods, the terms have been grouped according to 4 main policy goals categories: 

- Territorial development: artistic mobility projects are used to improve the cultural scene and 
social cohesion of places. 

- Art production: artistic mobility aims at strengthening artists’ careers and professional 
development. 

- Networking: artistic mobility fosters cultural exchange and provide networking opportunities 
between artists and cultural operators. 

- City Image: artistic mobility is used to enhance the attractiveness and the image of the city. 

The number of the terms belonging to each policy goals category has been counted in each cities’ 
response in order to obtain a relative index (ranging from 0 to 1), which may be interpreted as the 
relevance that a city gives to the different policy goals. 

It is worth to notice that this interpretation is the result of authors’ own elaboration based on the 
interviews with cities’ representatives and may not completely reflect a city’s position on the subject. In 
particular, the length of responses given by cities’ representative affects the analytical approach 
proposed here. 

Notwithstanding these potential limitations, the results provide interesting insights on the scope and 
heterogeneity of cities priorities when support to artist mobility is at stake. Further, to cope with this 
problem, cities are grouped in the analysis according to the number of policy goals dimension 
addressed in their interviews. 

As shown in Figure 5, three cities (Bologna, Nantes and Varna) have addressed all the four policy goal 
dimensions in their responses. Art Production and Networking seem to be the main goals of artistic 
mobility for Varna and Bologna, whereas the city of Nantes puts more emphasis on the “city image” 
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dimension as well as the creation of networking opportunities through the support to artistic mobility 
projects. Interestingly, territorial development turns out to not be a priority for all the three cities. 

 

Figure 5 – Cities’ policy goals in supporting mobility 

 

A larger group of cities (Bordeaux, Dublin, Genoa, Munich and Rennes) have addressed in their 
responses only three policy goal dimensions (Figure 6). In this case, there is a larger variability in the 
pursued policy goals. Some cities emphasize one particular priority relatively to the other mentioned 
goals, such as “networking” for the city of Munich or “Art Production” for Bordeaux. In the other cases, 
the relevance of the policy goals is more balanced, with a relatively equal weight to the different 
dimensions, although with different policy goal mixes. For example, Genoa identified Networking, Art 
Production and Territorial Development as the main policy drivers to support artistic mobility, whereas 
the city of Dublin and Rennes have cited in their interviews the City image dimension instead of Art 
Production. 

Figure 6 – Cities’ policy goals in supporting mobility 
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An heterogeneous scenario of priorities emerges when considering the cities which have addressed 
only two policy dimensions in their responses (Bonn, Dortmund, Karlsruhe, Terrassa, Timisoara, 
Zaragoza). In this case (Figure 7), increasing networking opportunities and cultural exchange results 
to be the most shared policy goals among this group of cities. 

 

Figure 7 – Cities’ policy goals in supporting mobility 

 

 

Type of mobility projects supported and implemented 

According to the information collected during the interviews with the cities involved in the survey, the 
currently implemented artistic mobility projects may be categorized according to three main typologies, 
based on what kind of mobility activity the project supports: 

• Projects supporting outgoing mobility (OUTGOING) 

• Projects supporting incoming mobility (INCOMING) 

• Projects supporting the exchange of artists between two cities (TWIN-MULTILATERAL) 

 

Outgoing mobility projects 

Outgoing mobility projects have as a main goal to support and help artists presenting themselves on 
an international stage through residencies, festivals, tours and exchanges. Cities usually support 
artists’ own projects economically and they give also technical and other important information to take 
part in the mobility project. Some Cities decide to focalize on a few world areas in which they want to 
invest, usually because of it/their artistic dynamicity and prestige. For example: 
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• The city of Nantes had four main projects’ destinations in the last three years: Europe, Japan, 
Quebec, Africa. The city is very active in sustaining artistic mobility abroad with other than 80 
projects in all disciplines with 120 artists involved. 

• The city of Bologna publishes every year a public call for internationalization projects in music 
and art fields to help musicians, visual artists and actors, young talents. The winning projects 
are selected following criteria of value, quality and originality of artistic production. 

• The city of Rennes supports every year 20 international cultural projects in all the artistic 
disciplines, giving a strong priority to the outgoing projects in its cultural city policy. 

• The city of Terrassa, in the frame of the “Festival of New Trends” (TNT), supports Spanish 
companies as a cross-border action, giving economic support to valuable productions and 
projects. 

Incoming mobility projects 

Incoming mobility projects are mostly implemented by providing a residency opportunity inside the 
city’s boundaries for hosting foreign artists. Many residencies are evocative buildings and spaces, 
becoming protagonists of the artistic creation. The artistic work in many cases involve the contact with 
or the involvement of the local community, as artistic creations are left in the hosting place or they are 
performed in a special occasion with the possibility for visitors of being part of the event. It is a way for 
the city to open its artistic scene, to learn different cultures, to be in contact with different artistic 
productions. Based on the interviews, for illustrative purpose: 

• The city of Timisoara, every year, implements “Timisoara XXI”, a project regarding art in public 
spaces. Young artists are invited each year to come and create art in a Triade artist residence 
and the piece of art resulted is given a place in the city. That is how Triade Sculpture Park was 
created during the last years animating suburb area. 

• The city of Karlsruhe has several initiatives regarding artistic hospitality, many of these have 
created a network of artists and associations. Indeed, The city cultural scene includes a variety 
of foreign guest artists. 

• The city of Bordeaux supports every year “Visa pour la Création”, a residency program for 
young talents. It is intended for artists living in Africa or the Caribbean who wish to develop a 
specific project or research. The residence must allow these artists to develop their projects, 
benefit from exchange with different cultural contexts and give a boost to their careers. 

• The city of Dublin organizes “St. Patrick Lodge”, an artists’ residency programme which offers 
opportunities for artists to come and stay in Dublin. The city also offers these residential 
spaces to arts organizations in the city that develop their own residency exchanges. 

• The city of Munich implements several initiatives of incoming mobility, as “Villa Waldberta”, an 
artist in residence programme, which provides five apartments for one to two persons each. 
The house is available to guests of all artistic categories, including music, literature, theatre, 
dance, design, photography, film, fine arts, performance arts and the humanities, to make 
productive use of the advantages of interdisciplinary work and thinking. 
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• The city of Genoa, in the next biennium, has planned the set up of places to hosts artists for 
long time residencies, in addition to complete the projects already launched by its Municipality, 
also after having hosted about 150 artists for some seminars within the next Biennial of young 
artists of Mediterranean (BJCEM). 

Twin or Multilateral Projects 

Besides projects based on “unidirectional” mobility of artists, it emerges quite neatly the increasing 
adoption of more elaborated programs of artistic mobility which are based on reciprocal exchange, 
long-term relations or specific cooperative actions between two or more cities. 6 In many cases, such 
type of mobility projects falls under “Twin cities” agreement. Among the interviewed cities it is possible 
to mention the following cases concerning this typology of mobility projects: 

• The city of Zaragoza implemented “Recover the Streets”, a project shortlisted in the Cultural 
Programme 2007-2013, in collaboration with the cities of Besançon, Cologne, Zagreb and 
Toulouse. A project of cultural cooperation in which, using urban art as a tool and a common 
language, the five participant cities, fostering the mobility of artists and the artistic exchange 
and their social experiences, and aiming to recover at the same time abandoned and 
deteriorated areas in the cities. 

• The city of Varna organized more than twenty projects every year, in which participants are 
city and international artists. They take part in international conferences and working groups for 
developing a strong culture network. 

• The city of Bonn, by its cultural department, works with the so-called “international project 
partners”. Most of them are located outside of Europe, for example in Latin America, Asia and 
Africa. Doing that the city develops its own artistic reality in collaboration with precise partners. 

• The city of Dortmund, for sixty years, organized the biennial “International Days of Culture” 
which presented the cultural scene of one country in dance, theatre, film, art etc. The project 
was organized and pursued together with 16 other cities from Nothrhine-Westfalia. This festival 
was an excellent platform of biennial exchanges with Poland, France, Hungary and other 
European countries. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
6 For a views on this type of programs and their implications see the article “From generosity to reciprocity”, published on the 
2012 report “On AIR: Reflecting on the mobility of artists in Europe”,On-AiR.  
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Figure 8 – Types of mobility projects supported 

 

Funding sources for cities’ mobility projects 

While the 2013 report for EUROCITIES addressed the funding strategies of the responding cities, this 
research addresses the funding sources used by the members of the EUROCITIES network to 
support artistic mobility programs. As shown in Figure 9, support to mobility programs mainly comes 
from public resources (27), while private funds (4) and or private/public arrangements (3) are not 
widely used as the former source. 

 

Figure 9 – Funding sources of cities’ mobility projects  

 

Despite difficulties in comparing different policy contexts, from the interviews with the cities it emerges 
that public funding may be divided according to four main categories of sources: City’s budget, 
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National budget, European cultural programs, budget lines dedicated to Twin cities programs, that 
highlights the presence of a co-financing initiative between twin cities developing one or more projects 
in pairs. 

The main resources for artistic mobility came from city’s budget (about 55% of the publicly funded 
projects), while only in 10% of cases the responding cities used funds from national programs. 

This finding suggests that city local authorities are the main actors in sustaining artistic mobility. This 
confirms a general trend in subsidiarity of cultural policies at the European level for the last decades, 
whereby the public cultural expenditures and programs have been increasingly delegated to local 
authorities. In sustaining mobility, cities use several types of budget lines, such as those dedicated to 
sustain cultural production, promotion or even tourism. 

Interestingly, European funds are used in only 6 cases, accounting for about 23% of the publicly 
funded project. Cities’ projects financed by EU programmes are usually wide cultural occasions, in 
which the Eu dimension is the proof of an organized schedule, of hard work and high results in terms 
of sustainability and visibility. In the sample analyzed, mobility projects financed by EU have been 
particularly implemented by medium-large cities, such as Munich, Karlsruhe, Zaragoza, Genoa, 
Bordeaux, which have a staff that allows them to concentrate on more complex initiatives, as it is the 
participation to EU tenders. 

 

3.2. Artists’ experience and views on mobility 

Mobility experience 

The survey on artists provides relevant information on the main patterns of mobility experience, trying 
to unveil different attitudes and practices based on respondents’ characteristics. 

The first aspect that has been inquired is the propensity to undertake mobility programs. As shown in 
Figure 10, 34% of respondents had 4 or more mobility projects in the last three years, representing the 
highest share relatively to other categories of number of mobility projects undertaken in the recent 
years. 

This finding loosely confirms the “hypermobility” trend already recognized in previous studies as a 
social and economic condition for several creative and cultural workers. However, it is equally worth 
noting that a substantial share of respondents (15%) has been involved in no mobility project in the 
last three years. 
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Figure 10 - Distribution of artists per number of mobility projects (last 3 years) 

 

The mobility experiences of the interviewees show also different length with the duration of the last 
mobility project being for the vast majority of respondents (60%)  between 1-3 weeks and only for 7% 
5 or more months (Figure 11). A deeper investigation of the data suggests that the hypermobility 
condition is potentially linked to shorter duration of mobility as a relatively higher share of artists 
involved in 4 or more mobility projects had a duration of the last program of just 1-3 weeks. 
 

 

Figure 11 - Distribution of artists per lenght of last mobility project 
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To have a better understanding of the factors affecting mobility experience, Table 1 present a 
disaggregated view of the distribution of artists per number of mobility projects based on specific 
individual characteristics. 

Table	  1	  	   Number	  of	  mobility	  projects	  in	  the	  last	  3	  years	  
	   0	   1	   2	   3	   4+	  
Total	  respondents	   15%	   21%	   17%	   13%	   34%	  
Female	   16%	   20%	   20%	   13%	   31%	  
Male	   13%	   23%	   15%	   13%	   36%	  
Under35	   20%	   21%	   16%	   15%	   28%	  
Over35	   10%	   24%	   15%	   10%	   41%	  
Visual	  Artists	   24%	   21%	   14%	   21%	   19%	  
Performing	  Artists	   6%	   21%	   15%	   3%	   56%	  
Bachelor	   25%	   25%	   22%	   8%	   19%	  
Master	  or	  Ph.D	   4%	   13%	   17%	   17%	   48%	  
Part-‐time	  artistic	  
job	   26%	   22%	   17%	   11%	   24%	  
Full-‐time	  artistic	  
job	   6%	   21%	   17%	   14%	   41%	  

 

Gender is not likely to be a discriminating factor in having higher or lower artistic mobility rates, as the 
percentage distribution of female and male artists is relatively the same across the different 
categories. 

By contrast, difference in age lead to significantly different mobility patterns. Over 35 artists have been 
much more “hypermobile” than younger ones with a share of 41% for the first group, compared to a 
28% for Under 35. Symmetrically, the share of Under 35 involved in no mobility project in the last three 
years is twice (20%) relatively to that of Over 35 artists (10%) 

In a similar way, being performing artist relatively to visual artist, holding a postgraduate degree and 
having a full time artistic job are all conditions which favor the past mobility experience. In all these 
cases, the shares of artist with those characteristic involved in 4 or more mobility projects is 
significantly higher than the average (last column), and very small when we consider artists of these 
groups with no mobility project undertaken (first column). 

 

Mobility and Education 

A second interesting feature concerns whether and to what extent mobility experience is related to the 
opportunities provided by formal educational institutions. 

As shown in Figure 12, only 40% of respondents had their first mobility project during education. 
However, it is largely more likely to have an artist under 35 who has applied for his/her first mobility 
project during formal education (58%) rather than an artist over 35 (15%). At the same time, the 
majority of respondents Over 35 (85%) applied for their first mobility project after education. This 
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finding may explained considering the growth in the last two decades of European mobility 
opportunities for students (i.e. Erasmus Program). 

Figure 12  

 

Differences in the use of mobility opportunities provided during formal education exist also across 
respondents’ artistic field, as shown in Figure 13. In particular, video and performing artists are those 
who have less benefited from mobility opportunities during formal education (0 and 20% respectively). 

 

Figure 13  
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Geographical scope of mobility experience 

The survey also inquired the destination of artists’ mobility projects within and outside European 
borders, with the assumption that different artists’ characteristics and background may influence their 
mobility patterns. 

As Table 2 highlights, 31% of respondents had as last mobility project destination a place outside 
European borders. However, looking at the subcategories of the sample, there are few significant 
differences compared to the average pattern. Only in terms of employment status, employed artists 
show a relatively higher share of destination outside EU, suggesting a positive relationship between 
professional stability and a larger geographical range of mobility patterns. By contrast, the last mobility 
experience of currently unemployed respondents is circumscribed to European destinations. 

	  
Table	  2	  -‐	  Destination	  of	  the	  last	  
mobility	  project	  

	  
Outside	  
EU	   EU	  

Total	   31%	   69%	  
Female	   30%	   70%	  
Male	   30%	   70%	  
Under35	   25%	   75%	  
Over35	   32%	   68%	  
Visual	  Artists	   26%	   74%	  
Performing	  Artists	   29%	   71%	  
Bachelor	   31%	   69%	  
Master	  or	  Ph.D	   34%	   66%	  
Employed	   44%	   56%	  
Self	  employed	   30%	   70%	  
Unemployed	   0%	   100%	  

 

Mobility and source of information 

A final crucial factor influencing mobility patterns is the type and channels of information available and 
accessed by artists about mobility programs and opportunities. As stressed by the Council of 
European Union: 

“One of the main obstacles cited by artists and cultural professionals seeking to be mobile within the 
EU is the difficulty of obtaining accurate and comprehensive information and advice on mobility-related 

issues.” 7 

With this perspective, Table 3 provides information about the information channel most frequently 
adopted by respondents for finding mobility projects opportunities. 
                                                        
7 In May 2011, the Council of the European Union, in its conclusions on mobility information services for artists and for 
culture professionals, confirmed the importance of the mobility of artists and cultural professionals for the EU and for 
achieving its objectives within the EU 2020 strategy. 
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Interestingly, on the overall sample, information through web pages and personal connections 
represent the main information channels, with 41% and 40% respectively. Interestingly, additional web 
channels, such as social networks, are far less adopted. 

This finding, at a first glance, suggests that both institutional sources (such as web portals or web 
pages of institutions) and professional relations are relevant on an equal weight. However, this 
situation hides a more complex picture, depending on artists’ characteristics and conditions. 

For instance, personal connection is the most favored information source for those already actively 
inside of the art world (Employed, Self Employed and with an art related job). By contrast, those 
unemployed and with a non-art related job tend to use relatively more web pages and social networks 
to seek mobility opportunities. 

 

Artists’ views about mobility 

Beyond collecting information about past mobility experience, the survey has also focused on personal 
views of respondents about the role of artistic mobility and their needs when undertaking mobility 
projects. All responses to this set of questions where recorded using a 5 points Likert scale defining 
different ranges of agreement or disagreement to given statements. 

Importance of mobility 

First evidence that emerges from this part of the analysis is the general and widespread agreement 
among respondents that mobility is a very relevant factor to enhance artistic work. As shown in Figure 
14, the average value from the total sample is 4,19, indicating an agreement with the statement about 
the importance of mobility. More in details, 48% of respondents strongly agreed that mobility is very 
important for their artistic work. Further, if we consider specific characteristics of respondents, only few 
marked differences (in terms of average values) from this general perception. In particular, those 
having a bachelor degree and a non-art related job attach a relatively lower importance to mobility, 
with average values of 3,88 and 3,94 respectively. 

	  

	  
Table	  3	  -‐	  Favorite	  information	  source	  for	  
finding	  mobility	  projects	  opportunities	  

	  
Personal	  

connection	  
Social	  

networks	  
Web	  
pages	   Others	  

Total	   40%	   16%	   41%	   3%	  
Female	   49%	   17%	   32%	   2%	  
Male	   33%	   18%	   47%	   2%	  
Employed	   50%	   17%	   31%	   3%	  
Self	  Employed	   42%	   10%	   46%	   2%	  
Unemployed	   13%	   31%	   50%	   6%	  
Non	  art	  related	  job	   19%	   31%	   50%	   0%	  
Art	  related	  job	   44%	   12%	   41%	   3%	  
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Figure 14 

 

 

Motivation for mobility 

Considering the motivation and rationale behind the choice of engaging in mobility projects, five main 
potential categories of response where identified: 

• To improve artistic skills 

• For career opportunities 

• To develop a research program 

• For new inspiration 

• To meet different cultures 

 
Also in this case, with average values around or above 4 on the Likert scale, respondents generally 
agree they apply for mobility projects for all the aforementioned reasons. 
However, looking more in details subgroups of respondents according to individual characteristics, it is 
possible to unveil some differences in opinions. 
As Figure 15 points out, video artists are those that most strongly agree to the different reasons 
behind engaging in mobility projects. By contrast, photographers seem to not find mobility programs 
useful for new inspiration or to meet different cultures. 
Further, meeting a different culture is more valued as a motivation by performing artists and visual 
artists relatively to other reasons. 
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Figure 15  

 
 
 
When employment status is considered (Figure 16), finding new inspiration, different cultures or 
developing research programs are the reasons most frequently sought by self-employed artists. At the 
same time, unemployed artists consider more often mobility programs as a career opportunity by. 
 
Figure 16 

 
Finally, and not unexpectedly, Figure 17 confirms that for the “hypermobile artists” (those with 4 or 
more mobility projects in the last three years) all the five motivations behind applying to mobility 
projects are systematically more relevant than other less mobile artists. 
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Figure 17 

 
 

Artists’ needs on mobility 

As a final topic of investigation, the survey investigates artists’ opinions about their needs and types of 
support on mobility. 

We considered four different dimensions:  

• Clarity and accessibility of information 

• Technical and logistic support 

• Financial support 

• Engagement of the local authority 

As displayed in Figure 18, the total sample of respondents agree to need more financial support than 
usually provided and on the importance of the engagement of the local authority (expressed 
respectively by a value of 4 on the Likert scale). Further, despite of the rising role of non-public artistic 
stakeholders (foundations, associations etc.) local authority engagement seems to remain 
determinant, or at least enough required (with a 3,9 value on the Likert scale). Conversely, 
respondents seem to be relatively more neutral about the need of more logistic and technical support 
and the quality of the information provided (respectively 3,5 and 3 on the Likert scale). 
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Figure 18 

 

 

Disaggregating this information across respondents’ artistic field (Figure 19), it emerges quite neatly 
that performing artists are not satisfied with the clarity and accessibility of information, whereas video 
artists are the most satisfied, but strongly agree with the need of more financial and technical support. 
In a similar way, visual artists are those who feel more relevant the engagement of the local authority 
for their mobility projects (with a 3,9 value on Likert scale). 

Figure 19 

 

Finally, considering the employment status of respondents (Figure 20), unemployed artists are those 
who most agree on the need of more financial and technical support by hosting institutions, while for 
self-employed ones the engagement of the local authority is considered as a relevant factor. 
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Figure 20 
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Annexes 

Annex 1 – EUROCITIES working group workplan 

 

! WG Title: Mobility of artists and professionals 

!  Forum Culture 

!  Chair City: Torino 
Vice Chair: Warsaw 

Alberto Lalli and Luigi Ratclif, City of Torino 

Leszek Napiontek 

!  Member cities 

 

Dominique David and Elsa Thual (Nantes), Leszek Napiontek (Warsaw); Bart 
Doucet (Gent); Didier Coirint (Strasbourg); Elise Pedersen (Tempere); Julie 
Giraud (Toulouse); Martin Rohmer (Munich); Katia Brooijmans 
(Brabanstadt); Andrea Skorkovska (Prague); Lilian Sally (Bordeaux); Veikko 
Kunnas (Helsinki); Joelle Moliera (Lyon). 

 

!  Objectives of the WG 

 

!  Coordination of activities and information to exchange good practices 
among cities and gather good examples, on a “how to” basis in order to 
help cities to set up mobility projects. 

!  To present external cultural and mobility policies of the Host Cities, 
interesting practices and institutions dedicated to mobility. 

!  To develop a strategy for 2015-2016 through the results and 
recommendations of the study on mobility, in coherence with the 2015 
Forum priorities. The main subjects for the WG 2015 could be: Mobility 
in cultural diplomacy, mobility with third countries, mobility for 
solidarity and cultural diversity (link with Agenda 21 for culture…). 
Respect of social and environmental criteria in mobility. 

!  Action range enlargement, with specific connection to Mediterranean 
and East Europe countries, as well as other Continents 

!  To create links with specific events already scheduled, starting new 
innovative interactions with the main Mediterranean South Bank 
organizations (e.g. the Mediterranean Biennial on October 2015 in Milano 
and Torino. 

!  To strengthen collaborations and co-advocacy with the main 
international networks and organizations, Culture Action Europe, 
IETM, OTM, Cimetta Fund, UNESCO Creative Cities, etc. 

!  To continue dialogue with EU Commission, in order to involve cities in 
thematic platforms and Open method of coordination. 

!  To plan a new Fund rising activity for the upgrade of the First Mobility 
study 

!  To study an EC activity integration aimed to the creation of an artists’ 
promotion and information platform in the EC website, to match the 
artist’s mobility needs with the opportunities offered by cites, 
organizations, etc. 

!  How do WG objectives relate to 
Forum & network priorities 

The strategy for the 2015 WG should be directly related to forums priorities 
(Public art audience development, Culture in external relations, with third 
countries…). The questions of evaluation, new data and information schemes 
are linked to EU priorities (Commission, Expert groups). 

!  Expected outputs and completion 
dates 

!  Action range enlargement: during the Torino Culture Forum on 25-27 
March, the WG will meet the GAI (Italian Young Artist Network) and the 
BJCEM (Young Artists Mediterranean Biennial). 
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Annex 2 

 

06/11/15 13:17European Mobility of Artists Questionnaire: Artists' Opinion

Pagina 1 di 7https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15wb6OBlfWk93wic1qb6LvjllrOJ7EhdJXCpbozB5w2c/printform

European Mobility of Artists Questionnaire: Artists'
Opinion
This survey is part of a research project called "Analysis of policies for international artistic 
mobility" promoted by City of Turin, GAI - Association for the Circuit of the Young Italian Artists 
and University of Turin - faculty of Economics and Statistics "Cognetti de Martiis"; in partnership 
with EuroCities/Forum Culture (Working Group on Artists' Mobility).
The project focus on the artistic mobility in EuroCities metropolitan areas (Network of Major 
European Cities http://www.eurocities.eu) and it is a follow-up of the first study "European Cities 
and Cultural Mobility trends and support actions", commissioned and supported by the city of 
Nantes and prepared by On The Move for EuroCities.
More precisely, the aim is to investigate the network of the artists, their needs and experience in 
mobility. 
Your opinion is important! Thank you to fill in the following questionnaire (total of 2 pages).

1. City where you live or you work
Mark only one oval.

 Aarhus

 Amiens Metropole

 Berlin

 Birmingham

 Bologna

 Bonn

 Bordeaux

 BrabantStad

 Brest

 Brussels

 Bydgoszcz

 Cardiff

 Dortmund

 Dublin

 Espoo

 Genoa

 Ghent

 Gothenburg

 Helsinki

 Karlsruhe

 Leipzig

 Mannheim
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06/11/15 13:17European Mobility of Artists Questionnaire: Artists' Opinion

Pagina 2 di 7https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15wb6OBlfWk93wic1qb6LvjllrOJ7EhdJXCpbozB5w2c/printform

 Munich

 Nantes

 Prague

 Rennes

 Riga

 Rome

 Rotterdam

 Rzeszow

 Strasbourg

 Tampere

 Timisoara

 Toulouse

 Turin

 Utrecht

 Varna

 Vilnius

 Warsaw

 Zagreb

 Zaragoza

2. Gender
Mark only one oval.

 Male

 Female

3. Age

4. Artistic field
Tick all that apply.

 Visual

 Performance

 Video

 Photography

 Other: 
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06/11/15 13:17European Mobility of Artists Questionnaire: Artists' Opinion

Pagina 3 di 7https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15wb6OBlfWk93wic1qb6LvjllrOJ7EhdJXCpbozB5w2c/printform

5. Academic degree
Mark only one oval.

 Bachelor's degree

 Master's degree

 Doctoral degree

 None

 Other: 

6. Which is your educational background's field?
Artistic means schools, academies, institutes, universities and colleges that have the main
part of the programs focus on artistic related subjects
Mark only one oval.

 Artistic

 Non artistic

7. Does actually your main job consist in an artistic profession?
Mark only one oval.

 Yes

 No

8. Is your artistic work a full-time job?
Mark only one oval.

 Yes

 No

9. Which is your current employment status?
Mark only one oval.

 Employed

 Self-employed

 Unemployed

10. (If employed) Job field
Mark only one oval.

 Artistic field

 No artistic field
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06/11/15 13:17European Mobility of Artists Questionnaire: Artists' Opinion

Pagina 4 di 7https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15wb6OBlfWk93wic1qb6LvjllrOJ7EhdJXCpbozB5w2c/printform

11. How many mobility projects have you participated to in the last three years?
Mobility Project is the period of time spent in a place different from your residential one, in
which you have worked to develop a specific artistic project
Mark only one oval.

 0

 1

 2

 3

 4 +

12. In which kind of mobility project did you participate the last time?
Mark only one oval.

 Residency

 Series of performances

 Other: 

13. Duration of your last mobility project
Mark only one oval.

 1-3 weeks

 1-2 months

 3-4 months

 5 + months

14. Which is, actually, your favorite information source for finding mobility projects
opportunities?
Mark only one oval.

 Web pages of cultural institutions

 Social networks

 Personal connections

 Other: 

15. When did you apply for your first mobility project?
Mark only one oval.

 during the period of your formal education

 after the period of your formal education
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06/11/15 13:17European Mobility of Artists Questionnaire: Artists' Opinion

Pagina 5 di 7https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15wb6OBlfWk93wic1qb6LvjllrOJ7EhdJXCpbozB5w2c/printform

16. Which kind of institution have promoted your first mobility project?
Academic means schools, academies, universities, colleges. Non academic means other
public and private actors like associations, foundations, local authorities.
Mark only one oval.

 academic

 non academic

17. During your last mobility project you have been hosted by
Mark only one oval.

 Residence

 University

 Museum

 Private Gallery

 Theatre

 Other: 

18. Which was the destination of your last
mobility project?
Indicate the country

19. What concrete mobility support scheme did
you benefit the last time from?

European Mobility of Artists Questionnaire
State your opinion for the following statements
[ 1 totally disagree - 5 completely agree ]

20. Mobility is very important for my artistic work
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5

21. I apply for a mobility project to improve my artistic skills
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5
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06/11/15 13:17European Mobility of Artists Questionnaire: Artists' Opinion

Pagina 6 di 7https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15wb6OBlfWk93wic1qb6LvjllrOJ7EhdJXCpbozB5w2c/printform

22. I apply for a mobility project because it is important for career opportunities
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5

23. I apply for a mobility project to develop my research program
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5

24. I apply for a mobility project because I need new inspiration
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5

25. I apply for a mobility project to be exposed to different cultures
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5

26. In general, when applying for a mobility project, I need more technical and logistic
support by the hosting institution than it is actually provided
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5

27. In general, when applying for a mobility project, I need more financial support by the
hosting institution than it is actually provided
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5
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06/11/15 13:17European Mobility of Artists Questionnaire: Artists' Opinion

Pagina 7 di 7https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15wb6OBlfWk93wic1qb6LvjllrOJ7EhdJXCpbozB5w2c/printform

Powered by

28. Information through institutional channels about mobility project opportunities is
usually clear and easily accessible
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5

29. How much the engagement of the local authority is important in your mobility projects?
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5

30. Which city in Europe do you think could be
the best to live in according to your artistic
field?

31. Which cultural institution do you think
could be the best to move to according to
your artistic field?
Cultural institution means the host institution
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Annex 3 

!! 
 
 
 

 
THIS!SURVEY!IS!PART!OF!A!RESEARCH!PROJECT!CALLED! 

ANALYSIS'OF'POLICIES'FOR'INTERNATIONAL'ARTISTIC'MOBILITY 
PROMOTED!BY! 

CITY!OF!TURIN,!GAI!8!ASSOCIATION!FOR!THE!CIRCUIT!OF!THE!YOUNG!ITALIAN!ARTISTS!!
AND!UNIVERSITY!OF!TURIN!8!FACULTY!OF!ECONOMICS!AND!STATISTICS!"COGNETTI!DE!MARTIIS"!!

!
IN!PARTNERSHIP!WITH!!

EUROCITIES/FORUM!CULTURE!(WORKING!GROUP!ON!ARTISTS’!MOBILITY)!
!

THE!PROJECT!FOCUS!ON!THE!ARTISTIC!MOBILITY!IN!EUROCITIES!METROPOLITAN!AREAS!!
AND!IT’S!A!FOLLOW8UP!OF!THE!!FIRST!STUDY!!

EUROPEAN'CITIES'AND'CULTURAL'MOBILITY'TRENDS'AND'SUPPORT'ACTIONS'
COMMISSIONED!AND!SUPPORTED!BY!THE!CITY!OF!NANTES!AND!PREPARED!BY!ON!THE!MOVE!FOR!EUROCITIES!

http://on-the-move.org/about/ourownnews/article/15726/european-cities-and-cultural-mobility-
trends-and/ 

 
City'interview'

 
We!want!to!thank!all!the!partners!that!will!answer!to!this!interview.! 

With!these!questions!we!will!gather!important!information!about!the!role!of!the!mobility!of!artists!matter!in!
European!city!cultural!policy!programs.! 

 
 

! In'your'local'authority'which'policy'goals'are'linked'to'the'support'of'the'
Mobility'of'Artists?'

 
 

 
! How'do'you'communicate'about'existing'opportunities?' 
 
 
 
! Which'mobility'projects'has'the'city'implemented'in'the'last'three'years?'Which'

ones'will'the'city'implement'in'the'next'biennium?' 
(distinguish'between'outgoing'and'incoming'mobility'projects)'
'
'
'
'

! What'kinds'of'funding'does'the'city'utilize'for'the'mobility'of'Artists'projects?'
Which'are'your'public/private'partners?' 

 
 

   

Promoted!by! In!partnership!with!
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